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Follow Our Reads Overview
Follow our Reads is a unique and innovative community project
sponsored by the Richardson Friends of the Library.
All adult Richardson readers are invited to participate in this
online Community Reading List. To be a Richardson reader,
you can live here, work here, play here, study here, volunteer
here or read here. Visit www.richardsonfol.org to recommend
a book to our community and to view book recommendations
from fellow Richardson readers.
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How To Submit A Book
Pick a book that you want to share with the community.
.

tion form. Include a summary of the book and why you want to
share it.
Your submission to Follow our Reads will result in a digital prothroughout our community.
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Richardson Reader: Janet Vance
What idea resonates in this book?
redemption living ordinary life.
How does this relate to Richardson? We’re all in this together.

Richardson Reader: John Moran
What idea resonates in this book? “Those who fail to learn from
history are doomed to repeat it”. This is perhaps one of the most well
known quotes of all time and its enduring legacy is a testament to its relevance. The future is inextricably tied to the past. With this knowledge of
wisdom.
How does this relate to Richardson? The future of Richardson may
history of previous cycles, both in Richardson and around the world.

Richardson Reader: Rebecca Noah Poynter
What idea resonates in this book? Anybody can create or innovate a
small product, part, prototype or invention.
How does this relate to Richardson? If you have a library card you can
“check out” the 3D printer and test your invention or idea. It is very exciting to know the new industrial revolution is happening at the Richardson
Public Library.

The Friends of the Richardson Library is a 501(c)(3) committed to supporting the Richardson
Public Library and enriching cultural opportunities to library users.The Richardson FOL sponsors books sales, an annual dinner and literary events. Follow Our Reads is a project of the
Friends of the Richardson Library.

